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Penguin Hospital
Jill Holtzman Leichter
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Thankfully some people care very deeply about the impact they have on their small
corner of the world. If more people cared for their small space on the planet the way
Rosalie cares for Katiki Point, then the planet would be in a far better place.

Penguin Hospital is twelve days in
the life of a penguin hospital, one
day per month. It is a 48 page book
for children, aged 8-12, with
photographs and text describing
Rosalie Goldsworthy’s penguin
hospital at Katiki Point. The story
is organised around the calendar to
give the reader a sense of the life
cycle of the yellow-eyed penguins
and the other animals and birds
that live at Katiki Point.
Penguin Hospital is not just about
rehabilitating penguins. Katiki
Point is a place where fur seals
frolic on the shore, shags line the
cliffs and sooty shearwaters, little
blue and yellow eyed penguins live
side by side. Elephant seals and
penguin stragglers from the subAntarctic visit regularly and New
Zealand fur seals live there year
round.
Penguin Hospital is about penguins recovering and surviving in a place where one
person, Rosalie Goldsworthy cares passionately for the land, animals, and birds that
surround her.
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Penguin Hospital

Near the bottom of South Island of New Zealand, a small finger of land points almost
directly south. Lighthouse Road will take you there, past the paddocks of sheep and
cows to an old wooden lighthouse. For 130 years, this lighthouse has warned ships
away from the dangerous reef just off the coast.
Long before the lighthouse was built, Maori legend tells of a waka atua that
shipwrecked at Katiki Point after a return trip from Hawaiki. The Gods of this great
sailing canoe were tossed into the sea. A prominent rock sits in the water near Shag
Point and is said to be Hipo, the navigator from the boat. The eel baskets, water
calabashes and kumara from the canoe washed up on shore and became the large and
small boulders at Moeraki. The reef itself is said to be the hull of the great broken waka
tipping up out of the water.
There is a yellow-eyed penguin colony here. The penguins have bright yellow eyes and
yellow headband, a dark grey coat, pearly white breast and are the third largest penguin
in the world. Sadly, these handsome birds are also one of the rarest penguins in the
world. The yellow-eyed penguin has had its fair share of troubles: mysterious illnesses,
fish shortages, land predators, and loss of habitat to name a few. In the past ten years,
many yellow-eyed penguin breeding areas on the South Island have had years where
most, if not all of the chicks have died.
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Thirty years ago, there were only a few yellow-eyed penguins nesting at Katiki Point,
but a scientist asked local school children to help plant native trees and bushes below
the lighthouse to create the kind of habitat where the penguins could thrive. Eventually
a rehabilitated penguin made his home here after recovering in the penguin hospital and
the following year he fathered the first chicks at Katiki Point.

Rosalie Goldsworthy loves birds. When she lived in Wellington and worked as a school
principal, at her home near the ocean she cared for wild birds. People from all over the
city brought sick and injured birds to her for rehabilitation, from little fuzzy ducklings
to a giant albatross with wings spanning three metres. Eight years ago, she took over the
penguin hospital at Katiki Point. Now she lives in the lighthouse keeper’s cottage
surrounded by penguin pens. There are even pens next door under the watchful eye of
the lighthouse. She has two dogs, Ebony, a little black poodle, and Chelsea, a brown lab
to keep her company and she drives a little white truck she calls the wonder truck,
because it takes her everywhere she needs to go.
On her watch, yellow-eyed penguins have increased in number every year at Katiki
Point because she makes the reserve as penguin friendly as possible. She traps predators
and regularly patrols three beaches looking for sick, injured, and starving yellow-eyed
penguins. Volunteers help her care for the penguins, and cut trails in the reserve, plant
trees, patrol beaches and keep an eye out for sick birds. She is well known in the village
of Moeraki and neighbours call her to tell her about sick penguins on the beach and
sometimes they bring birds right to her door. Everyone knows that Rosalie takes very
good care of penguins until they are well, and then she puts them right back into the
wild where they belong.
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September

The gold of the colony
Rosalie is checking nests in the reserve. At Diesel Dick’s nest box there aren’t any eggs
yet, but she knows there will be. Good, dependable breeders like Diesel Dick are the
gold of the colony, and Rosalie makes sure he is well looked after.
Twenty years ago an old man named Dick found the penguin stumbling around the
beach in Moeraki. Someone had illegally dumped fuel in the water and the bird was
soaked in it. Diesel fuel evaporates quickly, but it is bad for the bird’s lungs and
feathers. Dick brought the penguin to the woman who started the penguin hospital and
she nursed him back to health. She named him Diesel Dick and released him at Katiki
Point.
Rosalie sees that Diesel Dick is standing in the nest box so Lady Diesel can’t leave. It’s
a good sign. Lady Diesel will be laying eggs soon, like these two from a nest nearby
that are the first yellow-eyed penguin eggs of the season at Katiki Point.
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Changing shifts
While the penguins are incubating eggs and raising chicks, they take turns. One penguin
keeps the eggs warm or guards the chicks, while the other goes to sea for a day or two to
fish. The ocean penguin eats as much as possible once the chicks have hatched, because
the extra food in their stomach will be food for the chick.
In the morning and in the evening, there are penguins coming home to take over
parenting duties and penguins leaving to get something to eat. Raising chicks is a lot of
work.
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Dangerous waters
Barracoutas, sea lions and some seal species, are happy to make a meal out of a
penguin. Penguins can also get caught in fishing nets and get cut or even drown when
they cannot surface for air. Barracoutas will bite a penguin’s feet or flippers. Eye
injuries, maybe from a fishtail flapping in the penguin’s sharp beak, are common. These
injuries can kill unless Rosalie brings the penguin into care. Antibiotics, rest and plenty
of fatty fish to eat while they heal has helped more than one penguin recover.
This penguin’s mate did not return this year, and for a week he seemed to be looking for
her when he returned to his nest. If they had already had chicks or eggs, he would have
had to abandon the nest to eat, or die. If Rosalie gets to the nest soon enough, she can
transfer eggs or chicks to other nests and they will be raised by adoptive parents.
Sometimes she will bring an abandoned chick into hospital when a partner has not
returned from sea. Hopefully this penguin will find a new mate next year.
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October

A founding father is a good mother
When penguins are sitting on their eggs, Rosalie tries not to visit the reserve too often
because yellow-eyed penguins are shy birds and sometimes abandon their nest if they
are disturbed too much. But it is time to make a count for the Department of
Conservation. She is pleased to see Diesel brooding two eggs that Lady Diesel laid last
week. For the next six weeks, one penguin will be on the nest keeping the eggs warm,
while the mate goes to sea to get food.
She counts the rest of the eggs in the colony and writes it in her notebook. Just as she is
about to leave, a fishy smell leads her to two well hidden nests she had not counted
before. That’s three more eggs for Katiki Point…secretive birds!
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Taking care of people
It is the breeding season so Rosalie walks out on the headlands every evening to make
sure the tourists are being considerate to the penguins. The penguins are shy birds and
are easily frightened when people get too close.
A few of the penguins, especially Mr. and Mrs. Crazy, have chosen to nest out in the
open. Rosalie gave them a wooden nest box so they could have a little more privacy.
The first two years their eggs did not hatch, but this year they have a single egg and
Rosalie is hoping for the best.
When the lighthouse light comes on, the reserve is closed to visitors. Even penguins
need to rest at night.
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Big stranger
As Rosalie was checking predator traps she found a large rock blocking a little blue
penguin burrow. Before she threw the rock over the edge of the cliff, she looked to see
if anyone was down there and this beautiful creature stared back at her. Even at three
metres, he looks pretty cute, but someday this young male elephant seal will be five
metres long, have a giant scary nose, and might weigh up to 4000 kilos.
Elephant seals live in the Atlantic, Pacific and Indian Oceans that circle Antarctica.
They are rare visitors to New Zealand’s warmer waters. At three metres, this fellow is
already much larger than the New Zealand fur seals. He is an amazing diver and can
dive to 1400 metres, stay there for twenty minutes, and then he needs only two minutes
at the surface before diving again. His giant body was built entirely by fish and squid.
Luckily penguins aren’t on his menu.
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November

Catching Fleur
After a month of antibiotics, rest and lots of salmon, Fleur’s injured foot has obviously
healed. Barracouta are known for their razor sharp teeth and they aren’t afraid to use
them on penguins. Luckily Fleur didn’t have permanent damage to her foot and it
healed beautifully.
She is ready to leave the hospital, but Rosalie has to catch her first. Every yellow-eyed
penguin that comes into hospital has a different personality and this makes some birds
easier to catch than others.
It seems that Fleur would rather have her food served to her twice a day, than have to
fish for herself in the cold water of the Southern Ocean. Perhaps she is reluctant to find
her own fish because she’s named after the local chef that found her, a woman famous
for her fish restaurant.
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An extra dose
Before Fleur is released, she is weighed to make sure she has gained enough weight. Fat
is good for a penguin because they need it as insulation against the cold water where
they spend much of their day. At 6.2 kilos Fleur has put on nearly 2 kilos since she
came in, and she is at a healthy weight for a yellow-eyed penguin. Her release date,
weight, and other important details about her rehabilitation are recorded in a book.
But Fleur still has lice (a common bird parasite) so Rosalie gives her an extra dose of
medicine. Rosalie wants Fleur to be as healthy as possible before she is released.
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How to carry a penguin
It might seem strange to put a penguin in a bag, but yellow-eyed penguins are shy and
easily frightened. Being in a bag is less stressful for Fleur than being carried out in the
open back to her home. Penguins have claws on their feet for scrambling over rocks and
a sharp beak for catching fish, so both Rosalie and the penguin are happier this way.
When a yellow-eyed penguin is stressed, even if they don’t make a fuss, their heart
beats faster. A faster heartbeat uses more energy, and this means they must eat more
food. Sometimes people stand on a beach and block the penguin’s path to their nest. The
birds stay in the water too long and food meant for their chicks is digested. In years
where finding enough fish is difficult, too many inconsiderate humans can mean that
yellow-eyed penguins have underweight chicks.
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December

Some chicks are still too young to be left alone.

Others are old enough to be unguarded during the day.

Chicks, chicks, chicks
They’re everywhere! But that means Rosalie must check her predator traps more often,
because many of the chicks are over six weeks old and are left alone during the day.
They have gotten fat, their downy feathers have grown in, and they are better able to
regulate their body temperature if the weather turns chilly or gets too warm. When they
are on their own, they are more vulnerable and predator numbers must be kept to a
minimum. The rats will eat the eggs but feral cats and stoats will kill a penguin chick in
a heartbeat.
Chicks are also more vulnerable to disease than their parents, so Rosalie checks every
nest to see how they are faring. The chicks know to keep themselves well hidden, so
they are difficult to find, like the chick hidden in the flax leaves. Only its beak is
showing. The smell of rotten fish is what gives them away and makes it easier to spot
them.
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Which chick?
While checking nests in Harry’s Bay, Rosalie spies a penguin standing on just one foot,
and she climbs down to the beach and gently places the penguin in her backpack. The
flipper band number tells her the bird is Diesel Dick’s partner, Lady Diesel. Lady
Diesel made a lucky escape from something that almost crushed her, but she will now
need a long recovery in the penguin hospital.
Rosalie will bring in one of her chicks too so that Diesel Dick won’t get too tired trying
to feed two chicks by himself. The chick she brings in will not be put with its mother
because Lady Diesel will recuperate faster if she is alone. Rosalie will return the chick
to its nest once it has grown it has its new feathers and is ready to be on its own.
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Gull chicks
Other birds are also making the best of the summer breeding season. Oyster catchers,
white fronted terns, red billed gulls, sooty shearwaters, little blue penguins, and shags
are all busily raising chicks or urging them to fledge. The oyster catchers lay their eggs
on the beach and this is the first year that stoats have not eaten the chicks right away, so
Rosalie is hoping that they will reach adulthood.
Many of the other birds that used to nest only on an offshore island now nest on the
mainland. This means the predators are being kept at a reasonable level. Even so,
Rosalie has lost two yellow-eyed penguin chicks to a feral cat or stoat. The chicks have
completely disappeared so they were probably carried off as a meal to a litter of feral
kittens or baby stoats for them to eat.
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January

Penguin round up
This year the Department of Conservation is placing microchips instead of flipper bands
on young birds for identification. Flipper bands are easier to see from a distance, but
they affect how well the birds swim in the water and can get caught on things
underwater and on land.
First they have to catch the birds and there are several people to help round them up.
After some scrambling in the dirt, a chick is caught by Mel, the Department of
Conservation ranger. She gently places the chick in a bag with openings at both ends so
it can be weighed and measured without a struggle. The head and feet are measured to
sex the bird. Males have bigger feet and a bigger head than females; otherwise they look
pretty much the same. A few chicks were underweight for this time of year so Rosalie
brought them into hospital for observation and feeding.
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A microchip is much smaller than a pen.

Chomp has a bite taken out of his flipper

It’s all in a name
First the tiny microchips are tested with a chip reader to make sure they work. Then
they are inserted into a layer of fat behind the penguin’s neck and the wound is closed
with special glue. The chip is read again and the number is recorded with the weight and
sex of the bird. If this penguin comes into hospital, Rosalie will use the reader to
determine the age of the bird and keep track of its history.
Even if the penguin has a number, it will also get a name if it needs care in the penguin
hospital. Names are easier to remember and it is important to know which bird is which
when they are getting different medicine or treatment. Sometimes Rosalie names the
penguin after the person who helped bring it in, sometimes the name reminds her of the
reason the penguin was in hospital, like Diesel Dick.
Chomp’s flipper band told Rosalie he came from the Otago Peninsula one hundreds
kilometres away. He came into hospital with a large bite taken out of his flipper, so the
wound was cleaned and it healed. A few days later he was released but with a
distinguishing feature like that, no one will ever forget Chomp’s name.
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A penguin afraid of the water?
Henry is being released today. He is a juvenile bird that was injured the first time he
went to sea. Rosalie is especially careful about how she releases juvenile penguins. If
she releases several of them near each other, they will huddle together, and no one will
take the plunge. Now she releases them in different places and makes sure she has not
fed them in the morning so they will be hungry and want to fish. Henry has been in
hospital before for being underweight but he would not go back into the water. This
time she releases him right on the beach and with some help from volunteers blocking
his way, at last he dives into the waves. Soon he is swimming out past the kelp and the
crashing waves.
Learning how to feed themselves in the dangerous ocean is a big adjustment for juvenile
penguins.
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February

Growing a new wet suit
All over Katiki Point yellow-eyed penguins are standing very still in piles of feathers. It
looks like they have had a pillow fight but some of the moulting penguins are actually
fighting for their lives.
It is not easy to make a brand new waterproof diving suit but yellow-eyed penguins do it
every a year. While they are moulting, their feathers aren’t waterproof so fishing in the
ocean is out of the question. They prepare for their four week fast by stuffing
themselves with fish to put on extra fat before their new feathers push out the old ones.
To conserve energy they don’t do much but stand in one place, and this makes them
vulnerable to predators. This adult penguin has nearly finished moulting, because his
old feathers are only around his head. You can see he is getting thin, because his belly is
not big and round like it used to be.
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Moulting is no fun
This juvenile has just started moulting. He looks like a stuffed animal now but when
he’s finished, he will have his yellow stripe and yellow eyes. Chicks also moult, trading
their warm downy grey-brown feathers for their first set of waterproof feathers. They
don’t have to worry about fattening themselves up though because their parents do that
for them. When there is plentiful fish in the ocean, the parents stuff the chicks so much
they can hardly walk.
Rosalie always has an eye out this time of year to make sure the penguins are not too
thin. If a penguin is not fat enough before the start of the moult, it will end up in the
penguin hospital for a feed while the new feathers come in.
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Pair bonding
Lady Diesel was released from hospital last week. Rosalie kept one of her chicks until
after the chick got his juvenile feathers, and Diesel Dick took very good care of the
chick she left at the nest. Now both chicks have fledged and left the nest. This gives
Lady Diesel time to keep company with her mate while he moults. It is a way for them
to bond as a couple. It’s especially important this year because Lady Diesel was away
from her mate for so long. Yellow-eyed penguins mate for life but when one penguin
goes missing, sometimes the other penguin will take a new mate.
Lady Diesel has finished moulting and she is looking fine in her new feathers. Diesel
Dick has just started his moult and is very scruffy looking. Notice how much fatter he is
than her, nearly twice her size! He's a smart, skilled old penguin and has stuffed himself
well for the long moult ahead.
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March

Where are all the fish?
Rosalie takes care of her penguins the best she can, but some things are beyond her
control. Scientists think that climate change is affecting ocean currents and when
currents shift the fish follow them. Where the fish are swimming in the ocean and how
many of them there are changes every year.
Penguins are having trouble finding enough food where they used to find it, and this
means that penguins all over the world are suffering from food shortages. This year,
Rosalie’s colony is having trouble. There are more starving penguins at Katiki Point
than she has ever seen. When penguins are hungry, they are also more vulnerable to
diseases, so she has thirty-one penguins in hospital right now. These containers hold
baby salmon for the hospital penguins’ breakfast.
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Thirty one guests for dinner
Preparing dinner for thirty one penguins in the hospital begins right after Rosalie has fed
them breakfast. She opens the large freezer in her garage and heaves out a box of young
salmon. She wears gloves to keep her hands warm as she counts out fish for each
container. She saves the smallest fish for her most recent patient, a juvenile penguin that
must be fed three smaller meals a day. Her other penguin patients eat bigger fish twice a
day. By dinner time, the fish she has counted out are defrosted and ready for the
penguins to eat. Feeding that many penguins takes some time, but luckily Wayne has
come by to help.
Rosalie has more penguins in care than most years. They are thin, and when there is not
enough food in the ocean, they get sick more easily. Breeding areas with no hospital lost
most if not all of their chicks this year.
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Feeding a starving penguin
Younger penguins are more likely to get sick. Rosalie found this juvenile penguin
starving on the beach. Penguins don’t chew their fish, and a sore throat made it difficult
to swallow fish whole like she is supposed to. When Rosalie feeds a penguin in hospital
she offers fish from her hand first, but this penguin is too weak to eat that way, so she
wraps the bird in a towel and gently pushes the fish into her mouth.
The fish has a pill inside it to help with the throat infection. Once this bird puts on a
little weight, she will be strong enough to take the fish from Rosalie’s hand. Catching
fish in the ocean takes skill, and juvenile birds are still learning how to do it. Rosalie
will make sure the penguin gets nice and fat before she releases it. The extra fat will act
as insurance against the young bird’s inexperience and give her a little more time to
learn how to fish.
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April

Time to go home
Two of the three rarest penguins in the world are in this enclosure. A yellow-eyed
penguin is hiding inside the nest box and the penguin watching from on top of the box is
a juvenile erect-crested penguin. The hiding penguin may suspect that his free meals are
about to end because Rosalie is discharging him from hospital today.
Erect crested penguins don’t live on the South Island so this bird has travelled almost
700 kilometres from the Bounty Islands! Juvenile penguins sometimes go on an
adventure and venture far from home. This “straggler” to New Zealand had a long hard
journey and then began to moult. He was too weak and too far from home to survive
without some assistance, so he will have a rest and some good food, and then he will be
released to find his way back home.
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Next stop, the Bounty Islands
Remember that fuzzy penguin standing on a box? By the end of the month, this erectcrested penguin is ready to go home. He has finished the moult and looks magnificent
with his new waterproof diving suit. Rosalie will not be giving him breakfast this
morning so when she releases him he will be hungry and want to fish right away.
Many penguin species go on travelling adventures when they are young. The
combination of their inexperience and swimming far from home can be dangerous. If
they can get through being a “teenager” yellow-eyed penguins and erect crested
penguins can live for about twenty years.
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Four-legged lawn service
Now that she only has three penguins in her care, Rosalie feels like she’s on holiday.
There is still plenty of other work to do around the reserve. A small flock of rams has
been “hired” from the neighbour to trim the long grass which might become a fire
hazard later in the year.
Sheep will nibble on any tender green thing, including baby trees, and the rams are able
to jump quite high. So today Rosalie will hook up the electric fence to keep the rams out
of the neighbouring paddock where she planted native trees for penguin habitat last
year.
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May

Habitat rescue: Penguin habitat vs. farmland
Grassy paddocks cover most of the land at Katiki Point. Thirty years ago, a yellow-eyed
penguin scientist named John Darby decided what kind of trees and shrubs should be
planted here to make the land more “penguin friendly.” School children from the village
of Moeraki planted the seedlings and today some of the trees are metres high.
On a cold windy day it’s obvious why penguins like it under the canopy where it is
warm, quiet and dry. Even though adult penguins swim all day they need a dry nest for
their chicks because downy feathers offer little protection from the wet. The shade of
the canopy also keeps them cool in the summer. That extra fat that keeps them warm in
the ocean can be too hot on land when the sun is shining.
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Planting for the future
Rosalie is planting grassy paddocks with native bush. First she finds native seedlings
that have sprouted from the trees in her garden. These tiny “volunteers” of kohuhu and
taupata seedlings are planted in milk cartons and put in a spot surrounded by chicken
wire so they can grow without being nibbled by rabbits. After a year, they will look like
the taller seedlings here.
Autumn is the right time to plant trees, so today the older seedlings will be planted in a
paddock that is being converted to penguin habitat.
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Katiki Heights
Yellow-eyed penguins don’t like to live too close to each other and the reserve is
becoming crowded. Planting trees is a way of planning for the future expansion of the
colony. Long grass is hard for penguins to walk through, so Rosalie weeds out the long
grass to makes paths to new penguin nest boxes. She calls this new “subdivision” Katiki
Heights.
The A-frame nest boxes were designed by scientists according to what yellow-eyed
penguins like which is shelter on three sides and overhead. Yellow-eyed penguins need
privacy from their fellow penguins so the nest boxes are angled so they can’t see each
other. She is pleased to see penguin poo in front of this nest box because it is a sure sign
that a penguin is now living there. If this penguin finds a mate, there might be a pair of
penguins raising chicks here in the spring.
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June

Too dark to eat
After Rosalie eats breakfast, she walks and feeds the dogs, waters the garden and has
the wonder truck waiting in the driveway, but still it is barely light enough to feed the
penguins in her care. Birds are very sensitive to light and a sleepy penguin won’t eat.
Rosalie leaves for work at 7:20 but in June the sun rises so late she must wait until the
last minute before the penguins can be fed. The shortest day of the year is coming, but
Rosalie has a plan. After work today, she will move all of the penguins to the pens next
to her house. When Rosalie wakes up, she will turn on all the lights on that side of the
house. The pretend sunlight will shine down on the reluctant penguins and they will
wake up earlier so she can feed them and get to work on time.
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A long walk before breakfast
At Katiki Point, the fences are for people not penguins. They are supposed to keep
people away from beach landings and nesting areas, but yellow-eyed penguins have
been known to nest as far as a kilometre inland so most of the fences, like this one, have
penguin doorways so the penguins can go wherever they want.
Sometimes they make their own doors. After digging a hole under the fence just big
enough to squeeze through, four penguins made nests under the lighthouse. It is a little
far from the ocean, but these birds don’t seem to mind. They serenade Rosalie when she
is home just to let her know that they are home, too.
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Helping hands
Running a penguin hospital, caring for the land, and restoring habitat is hard work.
Volunteers come to help from as far away as Germany, Japan and the United States.
Other volunteers live close by, like Wayne from Oamaru who helps with trimming trees
in the reserve. He also runs the penguin hospital when Rosalie is away.
Stewart, another volunteer, lives just south of Katiki Point. He patrols his beach at Shag
Point twice a week looking for sick and injured penguins, so when the phone rings and
Rosalie hears his voice she thinks she will be starting up the wonder truck to pick up a
penguin down the coast. Today Stewart gives her good news. A large pod of dolphins is
headed for Katiki Point. As soon as she hangs up, Rosalie grabs her coat and binoculars
and is out the door to watch the dolphins swim past.
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July

Henry hesitates
Winter is time to relax at Katiki Point. The chicks have fledged, the penguin parents
have less work, and sometimes there aren’t any penguins in Rosalie’s care. The sun
rises so late it’s easy to get up to watch the penguins go to sea at sunrise. In the sturdy
wooden hide sheltered from the cold, Rosalie has a perfect view of the beach. The
penguins run down to the beach in groups and with a great sense of urgency they dive
into the water one after the other…except for Henry.
Henry hesitates. He puts one foot in the water and looks back to see if anyone else is
coming. Henry is still not that fond of the ocean and he steps aside as penguins hop past
him and dive into the waves. Then he turns himself around and with his back to the
ocean and his head down, he walks back up to the reserve. Sometimes juveniles have a
difficult time fending for themselves. Rosalie will keep an eye out for him and bring
him back into hospital if he gets too thin.
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Feisty little blues
Little blue penguins are the smallest penguins, and they live here too. They are quieter
and more secretive than their yellow-eyed penguin cousins. They often live in old rabbit
holes because it is easier to move into a rabbit burrow than to dig their own home! They
go to sea before sunrise and return after dark. If it’s a good year for fish, they can lay
two clutches of eggs and raise four chicks in a year. They are one of the few penguin
species that is not endangered, but that doesn’t mean they don’t need help sometimes.
When Rosalie brings them into hospital, they stay in smaller cages that have a dark
covered space so they feel more at home. Despite their smaller size, they’re more
difficult to care for than yellow-eyed penguins because they nip and fight. Nadine, a
volunteer from Germany, is feeding a little blue penguin, one of four little blue penguins
brought here to recover after being displaced by road works in Oamaru. Once they have
fattened up, Rosalie will release them at their new home at Katiki Point.
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A rock for a pillow
If there were no Kekeno at Katiki Point, it would be a lot less entertaining. There are so
many New Zealand fur seals here it’s hard to believe they were once nearly hunted to
extinction. In the shallow pools near the beach, adult female seals keep a sleepy eye on
the young seals playing and pretend fighting. If you don’t walk carefully in the reserve,
your next step could be on small brown furry seal baby because they sleep alone under
bushes while their moms go to sea. When they are startled, the hiding is over! They
screech in terror and skitter across the dirt to get out of your way.
Sometimes when the penguins return at dusk from a long day at sea, the seals chase
them up the beach as if it’s a game. On the grassy headlands, the brown rocks come
alive as Rosalie walks past and sit up with a snort. They open their big ping mouth and
show her their sharp pointy teeth with a scary yawn…and then they go back to sleep.
This is the New Zealand fur seal greeting.
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August

Barely spring
It’s a long walk from the lighthouse over steep hills to Barracouta Bay but it’s time to
start checking on yellow-eyed penguin nesting behaviour for the new breeding season.
Even though there are many days of cold sleety rain and southerly gales ahead, the
flowers at the cottage on the way are blooming.
As Rosalie approaches the bay, she must be very quiet. If the red-billed gulls send out a
warning cry, all the shags will fly off. She wants to see them all dressed up in their
breeding plumage. It may seem strange that the gulls warn the shags, but they feed on
the shag’s leftover fish so protecting their neighbours from intruders keeps their
tummies full.
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Feathers for camouflage

Party feathers for breeding season

Celebrating in style
The shags occupy every nook and cranny of the rocky cliff face. They’re wearing their
finest feathers for the mating season: a curly crest perched on their head, tail feathers
changed to a dark blue, and an eye patch that is now a bright turquoise. Their outfits
say, “Choose me!” to potential mates.
As soon as the shags lay eggs, the party is over and it’s back to dull brown and grey
feathers. But dull feathers serve a purpose too, because the birds blend in perfectly with
the rocks of the cliff while they are incubating eggs and caring for chicks. This makes
them less visible to predators and protects the adult birds and their young.
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Practice makes perfect
Counting nests at Barracouta Bay and Katiki Point isn’t easy. The ground is muddy and
the hills are steep, but it is important to know how many nests there are because it tells
Rosalie about the health of the breeding colony.
With their constant calling to each other at all times of the day and into the night, this is
the time of year when the yellow-eyed penguins earn their Maori name, Hoiho, which
means “noisy shouter”. Some yellow-eyed penguins don’t have mates, and early spring
is the time to sort this out. There is a lot of socialising, vocalising, and hanging out
during the day when they would normally be out to sea. Even if they don’t breed this
year, they will practise finding a mate and that involves a lot of negotiation and
discussion.
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September

The sun is rising on another day at Katiki Point. The penguins that live under the
lighthouse are calling to each other in their noisy Hoiho way. Last year was a difficult
year for them. There was starvation, disease, and a few chicks were lost to predators but
every penguin brought into the hospital was released in better shape than when they
came in.
Mr. and Mrs. Crazy and Lady Diesel and Diesel Dick are preparing nests. All the
penguins are looking well fed and not a single penguin is in hospital. Even Henry has
learned to love the ocean. For Rosalie there is nothing better than this: fat, healthy
penguins that don’t need her help at all.

